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THE DE BRANGES-ROVNYAK MODEL

JAMES GUYKER

(Communicated by Paul S. Muhly)

Abstract. A characterization, extending results of A. Beurling, L. de Branges

and J. Rovnyak, of those Hubert spaces of formal power series, which are iso-

metrically equal to a de Branges-Rovnyak (scalar-valued) function space ¿%*(b),

is obtained.

Let W(z) denote the Hilbert space of square-summable power series f(z) =

J2anz" with complex coefficients such that ||/(z)|| = Sla„l • F°r a power

series b(z) which converges to a function which is bounded by one in the unit

disk, the space ßf{b) of L. de Branges and J. Rovnyak [4] is the Hilbert space

of series f{z) in W{z) with the property that

||/(z)||2 = sup{||/(z) + b(z)g(z)\\2 - \\g(z)\\2}

is finite, where the supremum is taken over all elements g(z) of W(z). If f(z)

is in ßf{b), then so is the series [f(z) - f(0)]/z and, moreover,

(1) ll[/W-/(0)]/z||2<||/(z)||2-|/(0)|2.

The difference-quotient transformation on ßf(b) is the contraction R(0) which

maps f{z) into [/(z)-/(0)]/z . There have been several recent developments

[1,6,7,8] with the space ßf(b) especially as a canonical model space for

contractions on Hilbert spaces.

Let ßf be a Hilbert space of formal power series such that the difference-

quotient inequality

(2) \\[f(z)-f(0)]/z\\2r<\\f(z)\\2r-\f(0)\2

holds for every element f(z), and let T denote the contraction on ß? which

sends f(z) into [f(z)-f(0)]/z. By the well-known invariant subspace theorem

of A. Beurling [2], if ß? is contained isometrically in W(z), then ß>f is a space

ßf(b) for some inner function b. (Conversely, if b is inner, then ß?(b) is

contained isometrically in W(z)). More generally, de Branges and Rovnyak

showed in [4, Theorem 15] that if equality holds in (2), for every /, and the

rank of 1 - TT* is one, then ßf — ß?(b) isometrically, where b is an extreme
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point of the unit ball in the space of bounded analytic functions of the unit

disk. (Conversely, if b is an extreme point, then equality holds in (1) for

every /, and the ranges of 1 - R(0)R(0)* and 1 - R(0)*R(0) are spanned

by [b{z) - b{0)]/z and 1 - b(z)b(0) respectively). In this note, we obtain a

similar result for spaces ß?(b) where b is not an extreme point, which answers

a question raised in [4, p. 39].

Suppose that b is nonconstant and not an extreme point. Then the range of

1 - R(0)R(0)* is spanned by [b(z) - b{0)]/z , and the range of 1 - R(0)*R(0)

is spanned by 1 and b . Moreover, it follows directly from [8, Lemmas 1-3] that

if f(z) = [1 - b(z)b{Ö)]\\b(z)\\2b - b(z)b{Ö), then /(O) ^ 0 and equality holds
in (1) for /. These properties are sufficient to characterize ßf{b).

Theorem. Let ßt? be a Hilbert space of formal power series which satisfies (2),

and suppose that equality holds in (2) for some element with nonzero constant

coefficient. If the ranks of 1 - TT* and \-T*T are 1 and 2 respectively, where

T is the difference-quotient transformation on ßif, then ßSf is isometrically equal

to a space ß>f{b) where b is not an extreme point.

The following example shows that the above hypothesis on equality in (2)

may not be omitted.

Example. Let 0 be a nonconstant bounded analytic function, and, for r > 1 ,

let ß? — ̂ (z) with the inner product given by

{f,g)r = {{r+Tjl)f,g),

where 7^ denotes multiplication by <f> on W(z). It is easily checked that ß?

is a Hilbert space and, for every /, we have that

\\[f(z) - /(G)j/z|¿ = ||/tli - |/(0)|2 - (r - 1)|/(0)|2 - |(7;7)(0)|2

<UU-\f(0)\2-

Furthermore, the range of 1 - TT* is spanned by [<p{z) - 0(O)]/z, and the

range of \-T*T is spanned by 1 and <j>. However, equality holds in (2) for /

if and only if (r- !)(/, 1) =0 = </, 4>). Hence, by the theorem, ßT = &(b)

isometrically if and only if r = 1.

The key to the verification of the theorem is the theory of complementation

[3] of de Branges: A Hilbert space ¿P is contained contractively in a Hilbert

space 3£ if ¿P is a vector subspace of 3F and if the inclusion map i^ of

& into 3£ is a contraction. If ¿P is contained contractively in S?, then the

space complementary to 3P in $ is the Hilbert space S of elements g of

3? with the property that

||g||2. = sup{||^ + /||2r-||/|¿}

is finite, where the supremum is taken over all / in í?. The space & is

contained contractively in .W and is the unique Hilbert space such that the
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inequality ||A||_^ < 11/11,^ +II ¿íll^ holds whenever h = f+g is a decomposition

of h in J" into / in f? and g in S, and such that every h in %f admits

the unique decomposition h = {i*^h) + {i*€h), where \\h\\2r = ||i^A||^, + ||/^A||^ .

By (2), ßif is contained contractively in W(z). Moreover, if ^# is the

complementary space to ßif in W(z), then multiplication by z is defined

and bounded by one on Jf. The essential result for us will be the following

corollary of de Branges's extension [3, Theorem 15] of Beurling's theorem: if

multiplication by z is an isometry on Jf, then ßif is isometrically equal to a

space ßif(b).

To begin the proof of the theorem, let us first observe that T is onto: If the

kernel of T* is nontrivial, then it must coincide with the range of 1 - TT*

since the rank of 1 - TT* is 1. However, in this case, T* and hence T are

partial isometries so that ker T = range( 1 - T* T) is two-dimensional, which

is impossible. Thus the range of T is dense in ßif. But T has closed range

since T* T has closed range ( T* T is the orthogonal direct sum of the identity

operator on the kernel of 1 - T*T and an operator on the finite-dimensional

range of \-T*T). Therefore, ßf = Tß?.

Note that constants belong to ßif since T(\ - T*T) = (1 - TT*)T and

rank(l - TT*) < rank(l -T*T). Hence, since T is onto, ßif has the property

that zf(z) is in ßif whenever f(z) is in ßif.

Consider the set 3 of those elements of ßif for which equality holds in

(2). By (2) and the parallelogram law, 3 is a vector subspace of ßif ; since T

is continuous and ßif is contained contractively in W(z), 3 is closed. Also

by (2), 3 contains the kernel of 1 - T*T; by assumption, 3 contains an

element with nonvanishing constant coefficient which we may assume belongs

to the range of 1 — T* T.

Let us suppose first that 1 does not belong to 3. Since ß? is thus the

orthogonal direct sum of the kernel of 1 - T*T and the span of 1 and some

element of 3 , we have that ßif = Tßf = T3 . Therefore, for g in the space

Jf , complementary to ßif in £f(z),

\\g\\2^ = sup{\\g + Tf\\2-\\Tf\\2r:f£3}

= sup{(\\zg + /||2 - |/(0)|2) - (H/lli - |/(0)|2): / e 3}

= sM\\zg + f\\2-\\f\\2r:f€3}

< ll**lßr

As above, since the reverse inequality holds, multiplication by z is an isometry

on J?, and hence the theorem follows in this case.

Next, suppose that 1 belongs to 3. There exists an integer n > 1 such

that 3 contains zm(m = 0, ... ,n- 1) but not z". (Otherwise i*rzm = zm

for every m > 0, and consequently ßif = W{z) isometrically. But then T*

would be multiplication by z on ^(z) so that 1 - TT* = 0, contradicting

its rank hypothesis.)   It follows that   T*"\ / z"  and  (1 - TT*)z"~   ^ 0,
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but if n > 1   then  T*m\ = zm  and  (1 - TT*)zm~l = 0, for every m =

1, ... , n- 1   ((1 - T*T)z" is nonzero and orthogonal to the kernel of T since

<(i - rr)zMv = (z",i>^ = (z",/»^ = <vzM) = <z\i> = o.
Therefore (1 - TT*)zn~x = T{\ - T*T)z" ¿ 0.).

The ^#-norm may be simplified in this case. Specifically, we will show that

if / is in ßif then there exists an element / in the kernel of 1 - T" T*" such

that, for every g in J?,

\\g + f\\2-\\f\\2r = \\g + f\\2-\\f\\2r-

Let / be in ßif, and define constants c0, ... , cn_, recursively as follows:

c„_, = -(/, (1 - TT*)z"-l)^/(zn-1, (1 - Tr)zn-%\

if n > l, use

/  r  ,     V* m     t^-X ,, *       * n-k
C_•-" -(/+   zL   CmZ   » T      {i-TT )T      z'n-k

\ n-k+i

{z"~k, Tk~\\ - TT*)T*k~\n~k)%,,

&

for k — 2, ... , n . By the previous paragraph, T*    z"     = z"    , and further-
— I k — l * ~ '

more f — f + X)o    ^m7™ *s orthogonal to the range of T     (l - TT*)T*     ,

which is spanned by r     (l - TT*)T*    z"~  , for every k = l, ... , n . Since

l - rnr*" = J2" Tk~\\ - TT*)T*k~' , we have that / is orthogonal to the

range of 1 - TnT*n.

Let g be in Jf\ Then (g, zm) = (i£g, zm) = (g, i^z'")^ = {g, 0) # = 0

for every m = 0,...,«-l,so the first n coefficients of g vanish. Let us

write / = (J2o~l amz>n) + znTnf for some constants am  and observe that

ll/ll2^ = Eo_1 \am\2 + Wz"T"f\\2^ because i*Tzm = zm , m = 0, ... ,n- I .
Therefore,

II* + ft - UWlr = II* + z"T"f\\2 - \\znTnf\\2^,
*   2 *   2

and the same expression holds for \\g + f\\  - \\f\\^-. Thus

||g|¿ = sup{||g + /||2-||/|¿},

where the supremum is taken over all elements / of the kernel of 1 - T" T*n .

Moreover, for these elements, ||/||^ = ||z"/||x since (1 -T*nT")z"f is simul-

taneously in the kernel of T" and orthogonal to the kernel of Tn. Indeed, for

, ... , n-\, <(l-r T )z f, z )Je, = {z f,z )r = (z /, irz )^ =

(z"f, zm) = 0. Consequently,

UC = supine + /||2 - \\zHjfT: (i - r"r*")/ = o}.
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Finally, since multiplication by z is bounded by one on Jf, and ß^ — Tnßif,

it follows that

11***6- < 11**6
< n*6
= sup{||g + r"/H2 - \\znTnffr: (1 - T"T*n)T"f=0}

= sup{\\zng + /||2 - ||/|¿: (1 - TnT*")T"f=0}

< llz *ILr
Therefore, multiplication by z is isometric on Jf.

Remark. The referee has kindly pointed out that other equivalent conditions

for ßif = ßif ib) isometrically were recently obtained by R. B. Leech [5].
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